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MORNING GRAIN COMMENTARY 

Morning Trends: 

Corn: 1 to 2 higher 

Wheat: 2 to 4 higher 

Soybeans: 4 to 6 higher 

Soy Meal .5 around 

Soy Oil: 30 to 35 higher 

 

Weather:  A ridge is located in the 
Four Corners region with a trough in 
eastern Canada and a couple of disturbances in central Canada. The trough will be reinforced by the trailing 
disturbance into the weekend. A strong trough will move into western Canada this weekend, spreading across 
central Canada and the north-central U.S. next week. The trough will displace the ridge into the Southeast while 
another ridge builds off the West Coast. The pattern looks to hold this shape into next weekend. The U.S. and 
European models are in fair agreement through the period. I will use a blend of the models. For the outlook 
period, temperatures on Tuesday will be below normal for most of the Plains and Western Corn Belt and near to 
above normal elsewhere. Temperatures will likely continue in this pattern into next weekend with increasing 
temperatures on both coasts. A lingering frontal boundary will focus showers early in the period across the 
middle of the country while another system moves across the northern tier late next week and into the weekend. 
-DTN 

NORTHERN PLAINS (SPRING WHEAT/CORN): Scattered showers into early Friday will benefit filling corn but 
cause some harvest delays to wheat. A strong system over the weekend will bring moderate to heavy rainfall 
and potentially strong winds, which could be damaging. A couple additional storms will move through the region 
next week but are expected to be drier. -DTN 

CENTRAL/SOUTHERN PLAINS (CORN/COTTON): Soil moisture continues to be favorable for filling corn in 
most areas outside of northeast Nebraska and the far west. West Texas continues to have low rainfall chances, 
stressing remaining boll setting cotton and requiring further irrigation. -DTN 

MIDWEST (CORN/SOYBEANS/WHEAT): Two pieces of energy will combine to bring widespread rainfall 
through early Saturday. A front will slip southward through the region and likely be aided by tropical moisture 
from the remnants of Hurricane Laura. Iowa, like it has been for much of the summer, is likely to be missed with 
the heaviest amounts, further stressing the damaged corn and soybeans while most other areas will enjoy a 
boost. But the region remains active through next week with periods of showers, especially for the west, 
including Iowa. -DTN 

DELTA (SOYBEANS/COTTON): The remnants of Hurricane Laura may bring heavy precipitation and flooding to 
the area, with 4-6 inches of rainfall and isolated heavier amounts possible along its path. Its track is west of the 
region Thursday and then across the north Friday but moderate to heavy bands may go right through the region. 
While filling crops would benefit from the moisture, it could be too much. More mature crops may see quality fall 
should flooding occur. -DTN 

SOUTHEAST (COTTON): Scattered showers continue to benefit filling cotton. Hurricane Laura will take a path 
west of the region, but it will increase moisture into the area and could bring heavier rainfall across northern 
areas over the weekend as the remnants pass by to the north. -DTN 

BRAZIL (CORN/COTTON/WHEAT): Temperatures below freezing from Rio Grande do Sul to Parana and 
maybe in portions of Mato Grosso do Sul may have damaged developing to reproductive wheat in the region 
over the past weekend. Full-season corn is being planted in the south. Soil moisture is looking good for 

The Stories of the Day: 

Still working from home, alone…want to feel old?  
https://www.msn.com/en-us/tv/celebrity/macaulay-culkin-trolls-fans-
in-honor-of-his-milestone-birthday-hey-guys-wanna-feel-old-im-40/ar-
BB18prNR?li=BBnb7Kz   
Hurricanes tracker https://www.msn.com/en-
us/weather/severeweather/hurricanes?ocid=spartandhp  
 
 
 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/tv/celebrity/macaulay-culkin-trolls-fans-in-honor-of-his-milestone-birthday-hey-guys-wanna-feel-old-im-40/ar-BB18prNR?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/tv/celebrity/macaulay-culkin-trolls-fans-in-honor-of-his-milestone-birthday-hey-guys-wanna-feel-old-im-40/ar-BB18prNR?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/tv/celebrity/macaulay-culkin-trolls-fans-in-honor-of-his-milestone-birthday-hey-guys-wanna-feel-old-im-40/ar-BB18prNR?li=BBnb7Kz
https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/severeweather/hurricanes?ocid=spartandhp
https://www.msn.com/en-us/weather/severeweather/hurricanes?ocid=spartandhp
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germination, but limited shower activity is expected through next week with showers for mostly just Rio Grande 
do Sul. Showers are starting to pop up over the Amazon and a return to the wet season is on the horizon for 
central and northern growing areas as harvest wraps up and preparations for planting begin. Models suggest the 
wet season may be late this spring, however. -DTN 

ARGENTINA (WINTER WHEAT): Scattered showers will move into northern areas and continue through next 
week. The showers combined with above normal temperatures may be enough to coax the crop out of 
dormancy, though temperatures drop again late this weekend and into early next week. Still, the recent and 
forecast rainfall will be quite welcome across the country. -DTN 

EUROPE (SPRING GRAINS/CORN): The storm track continues right through the continent, with a few storms 
lining up to bring showers to the region. Storms may even be cut off over the middle of the continent next week 
with continued showers. Beneficial conditions are expected for filling crops for all but the southwest growing 
areas, mainly Spain and Italy. Maturing crops will have to dodge multiple periods of showers and early harvest 
activities will likely be impacted. -DTN 

UKRAINE/WEST RUSSIA (SPRING GRAINS/CORN/SUNFLOWERS): Dryness has been a concern for much of 
the region this summer. The drier areas from central Ukraine through southern Russia will see isolated showers 
move across the area through Saturday, but amounts look to be light. Harvest activities will benefit while filling 
corn and sunflowers will continue to show stress in many areas. -DTN 

CANADIAN PRAIRIES (SPRING WHEAT): Periods of scattered showers will continue as the storms track is 
right through the region for the next week. Conditions look more favorable for harvest in the southwest. A strong 
storm this weekend into early next week will likely cause widespread rainfall, strong winds, and falling 
temperatures into next week. -DTN 

AUSTRALIA (WINTER WHEAT/RAPESEED): Queensland could use more rainfall for developing to reproductive 
wheat and rapeseed. Very little rain is expected across the country for the next week. Otherwise, favorable 
conditions continue elsewhere across the country. -DTN 

CHINA (CORN/SOYBEANS/SUGARCANE/RICE): Overall favorable conditions are found in the northeast for 
reproductive to filling corn and soybeans and in the south for rice and sugarcane. Typhoon Bavi will make its 
way through northeast China Thursday with heavy rainfall and possible wind damage. -DTN 

INDIA (SUGARCANE/RICE/COTTON/SOYBEANS): Monsoon moisture continues to spread across the country 
but is lighter than normal in the south. Still, conditions are favorable across most of the region. The outbreak of 
locusts has started to become contained as swarms migrate westward and control measures are reported to be 
working. Extensive damage has still been reported for all crops in the region, however. -DTN 

Headlines:   

• Malaysian November Palm Oil up 40 Ringgits  

• Dalian Futures exchange Jan corn down 10 vs. the Yuan, Jan beans up 28, Jan meal down 11, Jan 
bean oil up 124 

• Asian Equity markets were mixed Nikkei closed down .3% China’s Shanghai up .6% 

• European Equity markets start mixed to lower, German Dax down .2%, London FTSE 100 down .4% 

• MATIF markets are mixed Nov Corn up .75 to the Euro, Nov Rapeseed down .25, Dec Wheat up .75     

• Save the Date…Aug 27th…2Q US GDP…expected -32.4% 

• Save the Date…Aug 27th…Weekly Jobless Claims expected at 1.045 million new claims  
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• Save the Date…Aug 31st…First Notice Day for Sept Ags CME/MGEX 

• Save the Date…Sept 4th…US employment numbers  

• Save the Date…Sept 7th…US Labor Day 

• Save the Date…Sept 11th…US S&D numbers  

• FAW from Africa to Japan they are out there    

• It is not ASF but it sound terrible https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/lumpy-skin-
disease-strikes-cattle-in-assam/article32454701.ece  

• Typhoon Bavi rips across the Korean Peninsula https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Typhoon-knocks-
out-power-in-S-Korean-homes-15517746.php  

• Libya Civil War cease fire still holding, https://www.aa.com.tr/en/middle-east/algerian-president-hails-
ceasefire-in-war-torn-libya/1954954     

• Weekly export sales at 7:30 AM CDT wheat expected between 400-600,000 MT, corn 800-1.4 MT, 
beans 1.5-2.0 MT, meal 100-300,000 MT oil 5-25,000 MT 

• What?????????????????? Brazil thinking about reducing import tariffs on rice, corn and bean to help 
control surging domestic prices  

Commentary:   

Yesterday was the bears best chance to take control of the price action for the rest of this week. Board values 
traded sideways an indication to us that the spec bear thinks that we are at fair value for this week. The spec 
bear now wants to make sure promised weekend rains arrive in the WCB and provide beans some needed 
finishing rains. Today it is the spec bulls turn to take control of price action for the rest of the week. That said 
they too want to see how rains impact crop to end this work week and weekend. We keep talking about finishing 
rains. Both the spec bull and bear know that even without finishing rains we are at the cusp of big corn and bean 
crops. Price action in the coming days will turn on the idea are we at the cusp of the fall harvest of big crops or 
bin buster crops? Technically CZ through 358 could push values quickly to 362, SX through 925 and a path to 
944 opens up. To nudge the market through these points today big weekly export sales followed up by 
announced overnight sales will be needed.  

The Mean Season: Laura comes ashore…and we have a new event coming off the coast of 
Africa   

 

An investment in futures contracts is speculative, involves a high degree of risk and is suitable only for persons who can assume the risk of 

loss in excess of their margin deposits.  You should carefully consider whether futures trading is appropriate for you in light of your 
investment experience, trade objectives, financial resources, and other relevant circumstances. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT 
NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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